HISTORY

1980
The story of «CERB COSTRUZIONI ELETTROTECNICHE began in 1980

2006
“CERB SRL” was founded in 2006 following the conferment of the production activity of “CERB COSTRUZIONI ELETTROTECNICHE”,
established in the early 80s.
The added value of the company lies in the utmost attention during standard production and creation of new samples, focusing on the direct and in
some cases exclusive relationship with the customer. Over the years “CERB” specialized in toll manufacturing of film power capacitors, inductances
and windings for power factor correction processes.

2007
In 2007, the company becomes a professional turnery
and provides an even more specific service with the introduction of two
CNC sliding head lathes

2012
After the company relocation from Crevalcore to
Sant'Agata BOLOGNESE in 2012,
Due to lack of space for the production,
the company purchases a 27-ton die-cutter machine and
improves the performance of metal shearing thanks to
additional dedicated presses.

2018
Currently, CERB can also rely on 6 electric spot-welders, with the widest offer of spot-welding services.
During the last years, the company develops its skills in assembly process.
This is the reason why CERB decides to expand his business, becoming a
professional manufacturer of injection molded plastic parts.

BROADENING THE HORIZON – INJECTION MOLDING

ABOUT US

During the last years, the company has developed its skills in assembly process, combining metal and
plastic parts.
Following to an organized and intentional growth strategy, CERB decided to expand his business
becoming a professional manufacturer of injection molded plastic components.
With this aim, the company started to think about a new and specialized manufacturing plant for massproduction processes in Romania making the most of the principal advantage of injection molding,
where the same part is being created thousands or even millions of times in succession.
In August 2018 this plant was actually put into service.
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Professional consultancy, product support and after sales service
Offering the ability to scale mass production.
Injection molding of all kinds of plastic material (except PVC)
Modeling and Mold Making
Virgin materials and compound (certificated)
Zero defect production and short delivery times

By choosing ROMANIA, CERB aims to get the best out of its efficiency increase,
matching ITALIAN know-how with the cost-effective location of ROMANIAN
country.

Address Italy:
CERB SRL
Via Andrea Costa, 10,
40019 Sant'Agata Bolognese (BO),
Italy

Address Romania:
CERB PLAST SRL
Prejmer-Brașov,
Str. Paris, nr. 14,
România

